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Marine fisheries worldwide have rclied heavily on single-species assessmcnt models 1'01
evaluating fish stock stalus, and as a basis for fisheries managcmcnt. Thc collapse of
numerous fish stocks around thc world, notably the Northern Cod stock of the northwest
Atlantic, has many fishers, resource managemcnt expcrts, non-governmental fisheries
organizations, academics and other management organizations questioning the efficacy of
traditional singlc-spccies approaches. Consequently, resource managcment institutions.
particularly Regional Fishery Managcmcnt Organizations. are moving to a more
integrated and inclusive system- the ecosystem-based approach 10 fisheries managemcnt.
The genesis and evolution of the ecosystem approach through to its eventual application
in modern fisheries managemcnt is described, as is the effort and success organii'.ations
have experienced in advancing what is inarguably a complex and elusive concept to
apply in practical terms. The analysis of a broad range of past international agrecments.
conservation frameworks and eonvcntions illustrates how the ecosystem-bascd approach
to fisheries management evolved from a loosely defined objective to what is elTectively a
new "tool" for fisherics management practice. Two case studies of contrasting fishcrics
management regimes will demonstrate how the ecosystem-based approach is heing
adopted and applied in a modern context.
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Section 1.0: Introduction
The United Nations Convention on Law of the Sea (UNCLOS) of 10 December 19112
lays down a comprehensive regime for law and order on the world's oceans and seas.
including rules governing all uses of the resources contained within thcm. Over 150
countries are party to UNCLOS, which embodies the notion that all problems of occans
are interrelated and affect all nations. At the time of its adoption and implementation in
1994. the Convention incorporated traditional rules for uses of the oceans. introduced
new legal coneepts and regimes, and addressed new concerns for the present time and for
the future (United Nations (UN), 20(7). UNCLOS has beeome a principal platform for
addressing global ocean issues that have developed into critical areas of concern for
coastal states. especially fisheries management.
Fisheries management continucs 10 cvolve. incorporating many different strategics in an
allempt to make fishing stocks sustainablc. Howcver, overfishing. increased harvesting
and storage capacity on vessels. and the growing global demand for fish resources
continue 10 threaten recovery efforts on depleted fish stocks in some areas. f'ishcries
biologists worldwide have divergent opinions on the current state of fisheries in terms of
conservation and sustainability. For example. fisheries biologist Boris Worm took an
alarmist outlook and documenled that global fishing could be virtually wiped out by 20411
if drastic changes are not made in sustainable fishing practices (Worm et aI., 2(06). The
report received enormous press coverage, and demonstrates the public perception of thc
threat posed to the oceans because of poor fisheries management practices.
Another internationally renowned fisheries biologist. Ray Hilborn. countered this
prediction and cited that Worm's 2006 assessment was "apocalyptic rhetoric" and that it
was sensationalized by the amount of media atlention it received (Hilborn. 2010). This
analysis exposed a deep divide in the marine science community over the state of fish
stocks and the success of exisling fishing management approaches. Numerous critiques
from Ihe marine science community, like Hilborn's, came after 2006. suggesting that
Worm had greatly exaggerated the failings of fisheries management efforts and current
stock levels globally. Hilborn indicated that a more balanced diagnosis of fisheries data
and catch reports tells of a different story: one that is far from alarmist. but still requires
changes in some fishing practices and management approaches (Hilborn. 20 I0).
However, many conservation groups and societies within the marine conservation
communily appear to be unwilling to accept this counler argument and subscribe to
Worm's 2048 fishing collapse prediction. Hilborn is worried that a balanced diagnosis is
being almost wholly ignored in favour of rhetoric that obscures the true issues world
fisheries face, as well as the correct cures for those problems (Hilborn. 2(10). His
message is for people to be equally sceptical of alarmist predictions and claims that
everything is okay. This opens the door for exploration and application of other fisheries
management approaches. like the ecosystem approach.
Regional Fisheries Management Organizations (RFMOs) arc the product of international
discussions and efforts of like-minded nations to cooperate in governing the usc of
fishery resources in a sustainable way. Under international law. countries arc required to
~I'Kk, wilhin Ihe man,!;Ite or lheir rc.'pel:tive CllIlvcnti'ln, Inlernali'lIlal nllh~>n'lI~ i.,
li~h.:ri.:~ manag':l11Cnl, whik ~Iill ulili/ing lraditional ~ingk ~pc.:ie., n1<':ll1'lIl, ,1n .:,,;r1:lin
II~h ~I'Kb. The eC(l.'Y~lcl11-ha~ed approach to li.,heri,,;~ nlanag";I11CIlI (EBAF~'l) \\'a,
di.-.cll.,~cd. and l,nil:ially rC':llgni/.':ll in R.:ykjavik. kdand 1--1 O..:l"hel" :!()Ol. ,Inti 1;11\'1
illlplemcnlcd in :1001 lIy lite UN. Food and Agriculturc Orgalli/.'llion (FAO) ;lI1d IllCIllI><:r
'lalcs or Ihe.'c organiz,llion~ llwt allel1lkd Ihe Reykjavik cnllfcrellu,1
The applil':llion of lite el'o~y~lCIll appl'Oadl 10 fi~lteric., lll;magClllcnl i~ ,I rdalively n.:w
inlern:llinnal recognition a~:I vi;thle malwgemenl .lpprn;lch per the UN Ciell.:ral A~'':l1Ihly
(IJNCiA) Re",lutillll 61/105':, Tltc 1i1'~1 ~e~·li'ln "f Ihi.' pap·er pre~clll' ;111 all;lly,i., .md
I I~~}'~I'" 1~ (',,"k'~"c'~ ,," H~'I~"",t>k h,I""nc" Inil ....· Maru,,' E~""}'I"'II Rq ~P' ,~. kd.u"l. I ·1
~1<:,,>1,,:. 21MIt
lIml...J N:,III"". I\mn/hl/lll.~ S",la'I\"hl<' Ihl"",,·,. '''dnd'''g Ihro'Llgh lil~ I'N.~ ,\gR"'",cnl h>r II,,·
1I111'I<'m,'"I;lII.''' "filii.: I',,,,,,,,,,,, "llhe U"lIcd Nail"'" ('''''\'C''II'''' r", L,,, "fll,,· S,'a "I Itl Dc,·,·,,,I,,.:r
I'JX2,d"""gl"lt"'("IIl",,,':",,,,,a,,d M:IIl"gc"'c"'''rSlr:,ddhnl;Fi,hSh ...·~'andll,ghl} M'g!''''''') I'"h
'1,,,·h.a,,d,cbl,·dlll'lnlll"·"h
practices today. The second and third sections of this paper attempt to identify a
universal working definition for the ecosystem approach. This is donc by tracing thc
origin and evolution of the ecosystem approach through different international vehiclcs,
to its application in contemporary fisheries management
The fourth and fifth sections of the paper present two case studies and attendant analyses
oftheeeosystem approach applied in fisheries management. The first case study focuses
on a RFMO, the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Organization (NAFO). Broadly speaking.
NAFO's mandate is to provide scientific advice and fisheries managemcnt on straddling
fish stocks in the northwest Atlantic. NAFO has been widely and publicly criticized for
its fisheries management failure. particularly during the 1990s when foreign ovcrfishing
was rampant. and most prominently during the "Canada-Spain Turbot War" of 1995.
NAFO went through a radieal reform in 2005 as part of its commitment for changc. and
to adopt thc ecosystem approach in its fisheries management mandate. NAFO reform is
ongoing, hut this RFMO now includcs a commitment for incorporating and identifying
Vulnerable Marine Ecosystems (VMEs). and how to protect them within the ovcrall
framework of managing fisheries in the NAFO Regulated Area (NRA). This commitmcnt
is substantiated per the terms of UNGA Resolution 61/105.
The second case study is on a transboundary watershed hoard. the International Joint
Commission's (UC) International St. Croix River Watershed Board (ISCRWB). Thc
Board helps 10 prevent and resolve disputes over the boundary waters of the 5t. Croix
River, monitors the ecological health of the waters, and ensures dams comply with the
Commission's Orders of Approval (1Jc. n.d.). The 15CRWB has adopled the
International Watersheds Initiative ((WI), an iniliative which promotes an integrated
ecosystem approach for managing the 51. Croix River watershed. In particular. thc main
cmphasis of this case study will be on the Board's management of the alewife (l1/llsl/
/I.wedil/Illrellglls) within the 5t. Croix River watershed, while utilizing Ihe IWI.
The last section of the report contains concluding thoughts and comments on the
evolulion and ongoing development of EBAFM. The analysis of the two case studics will
help explain different variations of EBAFM and its application 10 fisheries managcmcnt.
Section 2.0: The Ecosystem Approach
2./ What is the Ecosystem Approach?
Beforc any attcmpt at discussing thc ccosystcm approach, thc tcrm "ccosystenl" itself
must first bc defincd. Articlc 2 of thc UN Convcntion on Biological Divcrsity (CBD)
(1992'1) defincs an ccosystcm as "a dynamic complcx of plant. animal and micro-
organism communitics and thcir non-living cnvironment intcracting as a functional unit."
This is a univcrsal working dcfinition of what constitutcs an ccosystcm. arising from thc
most promincnt sourcc, and is lhat which will guidc all following discoursc on thc
ccosystcm approach inlhis documcnt.
Diffcrcnt dcfinitions of the ccosystcm approach have bccn constructcd and prcscntcd to
suit particular agcndas or discussions. Thc most popular and widcly uscd definition of the
ccosystcm approach has rcsulted from thc Fifth Confcrcncc of Partics to thc Convention
on Biological Divcrsity. Dccision V/6, Anncx A, Scction II defincd thc ecosystcm
approach as. "a stratcgy for the integratcd managcmcnt of land. watcr and living
rcsourccs that promotcs conscrvation and sustainablc usc in an cquitablc way"
(Sccrctariat. CBD. 2005).
Dcspitc this intcrnationally adoptcd dcfinition. many diffcrcnt intcrprctations and
variations havc bcen utilizcd by govcrnmcnts. cnvironmcntalmanagcmcnt organi/.ations.
non-govcrnmcntal cnvironmcntal organiz.ations, and othcr stakcholdcrs. As a rcsult. cach
actor utilizes their own understanding of the ecosyslem approach and its interprctation on
the management of resources. This complicates things if a universal definition and
method of the ecosystem approach to managemenl is sought and applied. Howevcr. this
can also he heneficial as it indicates how adaptahle Ihe concept of an ecosystem approach
can he in dilTerenl applications.
2.2 The Process that Led to the Ecosystem Approach to Fisheries Management
The exact and specific origin of the ecosystem approach is unknown. In order to put into
context how the ecosystem approach has evolved. it is important to look at specific
legislation. documents. and conventions that caplure an all inclusive inlernational
audience. The UN provides this foundation. The first relevant reference to the ecosystem
in an internalional convention. legislation or vehicle was during the 1971 Ramsar
Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. The Ramsar Convention was the
first intergovernmental treaty to promote integrated management practices for wetlands
and river hasins. all essential for ensuring sustainahle water resources. and survivable
ecosystems in the future (Convention on Wetlands of International Importance. 1(71)
This Convention paved the way for the 1972 Stoekholm Declaration on the UN
Conference on Human Developmcnt. which is arguably where discussion and priority of
ecosystems began. Contained within this Convention are a number of principles that
pertain to ecosystems:
Principle 2:
"The natural resources of the earlh, including the air, water, lanel, flora and fauna
and especially representative samples of natural ecosystems, must be safeguarded
for the benefit of present and future generations through careful planning or
management. as appropriate."
Principle :1
'The capacity 01 the earth to produce vital renewable resourccs I11USt be
maintained and, wherever practicable, restored or improved."
Principle 4:
"Man has a special responsibility to safeguard and wisely manage the heritage of
wildlife and its habitat, which arc now gravely imperilled by a combination 01
adverse factors. Na~ure conservation, including w~i,I,dlife, must therefore receive
tmportance In plannll1g lor economtc development.' (UN, 1972)
The conference set the wheels in motion for a number of other major international
agreements that discussed and focused on various aspects of the ecosystem. Table 2. I on
page 9 provides a listing of these agreements. This "iterative" process cventually Icd to
what can be described as fundamental components of an ecosystem approach. Through
each declaration, convention and conference, the imporlance of ecosystems has and
continues to be recognized in different areas of conservation and management. Fronl a
historical standpoint, the ecosystem approach has been introduced and used mostly for
terrestrial purposes: however, it evolved to include more marine activities. The inclusion
of EBAFM was officially recognized and addressed for implementation during the 200 I
Reykjavik Conference on Responsible Fishing in the Marine Ecosystem. The
"21sll pk",ary ,neel;"g. 16 June 1l)72 Chapler II. Declaralion orlhe United Nations Conference ''''Ihe
incorporation of EBAFM became more frequent thereafter. as many RFMOs and
Regional Fisheries Bodies adopled it in their mandate(s). NAFO was one of thclll.
Table 2.1: Chronological List of Relevant International Agreements and
Frameworks for the Evolution of the Ecos stem Approach.
1971 Ramsar Convention on Wetlands of International Importance
1972 Stockholm Declaration ofthe UN Conference on Human Development
1973 Convention on International Trade of Endangered Species of Wild Flora and Fauna
1979 Bonn Convention on the Conservation of Migratory Species of Wild Animals
1980 Convention for the Conservation of Antarctic Marine Living Resources
1982 UN Convention on law of the Sea
1991 Global Environment Facility
1992 Declaration of the UN Conference on Environment and Development
1992 Helsinki Convention on the Protection and Use of Transboundary Watercourses
1995 UN Agreement on Straddling and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks
1995 FAD Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries
1995 Jakarta Mandate on Marine and Coastal Biological Diversity
2001 Reykjavik Conference on Responsible Fishing in the Marine Ecosystem'
2002 Johannesburg World Summit on Sustainable Development
2006 UN General Assembly Resolution on Sustainable Fisheries
Source: Adapted from UN Atlas of Oceans. Gareia. S.M .. Fishery Rcsource Division.'
Ncxl. il is important to explore some of these major agreements and analyzc how thc
ecosystem approach has been madc a relevant and crucial elcmcnt in fisherics
management today. The inlerprelalion and use of UNCLOS. the CBD. UN Agrcement on
Straddling and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks, FAO Code of Conducl for Responsiblc
Fisheries, Reykjavik Conference on Rcsponsible Fishing in the Marinc Ecosystclll and
lastly, the 2006 UNGA Resolution 61/105 will be examined for this purpose.
hiip://WWw.I)CCan...II ....I>rg/Wllflu_lishcrics_anu_aquacullurc/hll1ll/gl)VCrn/caplurc/cCl>sysll1ng/ucfaull.hl"1
Section 3.0: International Conventions and Other Legal Instruments
3./ United Nations Convention on the Law (~fthe Sea
UNCLOS deals with all malleI's related to oceans and seas. and provide rules for the
regulation of all uses 1'01' them. The Convention also establishes a framework for the
development of conservation and managcmcnt measures conccrning marine resources
and scientific research within the Exclusive Economic Zone (EEZ) of a State. as well as
on the high seas. This framework has become vital in establishing the ecosystelll
approach and the evolution and incorporation of VMEs in present-day fisheries
managemenl. Certain sections of UNCLOS make rcl"erence to the conservation.
protection. preservation and management of the marine environment. which alludes to a
concept on how the ecosystem approach has evolved into management practice.
UNCLOS was officially ratified in 1994.
Part VII. Section 1\ of UNCLOS outlines provisions dealing with the conservation and
managemellt or the living resources or the high seas. All Slates reserve the right for their
nationals to engage in rishing on the high seas and they have the duty to take. or to
cooperate with other States to ensure such measures for the conservation of the living
resources or the high seas (UNCLOS, 1982, Articles 116 & 117). It also encourages State
cooperation in the conservation and management of living resources in the areas of the
high seas and to take the appropriate measures for the conservation of the living resources
concerned (UNCLOS. 1982. Article 118). Under the general provisions for conservation
of the living resources of the high seas. States also must take into consideration the
10
crreets on species wilh a view 10 maintaining or restoring populalions or such associated
or dependent species above levels at which their reproduction may become seriously
threatened (UNCLOS, 1982, Article 119( I.b.)). Appropriate measures 1'01' conservation or
the living resources and the consideration or elTects on species can consequentially
include the same context 1'01' marine ecosystems. as it is essential to such species. This
section or UNCLOS indicates a conservation and protection ethic lhat pertains to the
ecosystem approach.
Part XII or UNCLOS outlines provisions ror the protcction and preservation or marine
ccosystems. These provisions are very broad and applicable to risheries activities on a
global scale. Article 192 or UNCLOS speeirically indicates that States have the
obligation to protect and preserve the marine environment. They have the sovereign right
to exploit their natural resources, but only in accordance with Iheir duty to protect and
preserve the marine environmenl (UNCLOS, 1982. Article 193). Thc majority or this part
or UNCLOS deals with the protection or the marine environment and ecosystems rrom
marine pollution. However, Article 194(5) reads:
"The measures taken in accordance with this Part shall include those neccssary to
protect and preserve rare or rragilc ecosystems as well as the habitat ordeplelcd.
threatened or endangered species and other rorms or marine lire." (UNCLOS.
1984, Article 194(5))
Part XII highlights and makcs rererence to various rorms or ecosystcms and the life
contained within them as an important concern. As indicated. Part XII revolvcs m;linly
around marine pollution. but the scope of Article 194(5) can also he broadencd or
interpreted as other activities/perturbations that damage fragile marine ecosystems. such
as adverse impaets of bot 10m fishing on the high seas.
3.2 COl/vel/liol/ 01/ Biological Diversity
The 1992 CBD was a major treaty that was signed at the UN Conl'crence on Environmcnt
and Development in Rio de Janeiro and provides an international framework for
conservation and ecologically sustainable development. while factoring lhe importance 01
biodiversity into any deeision-making. It is a generic Convention that does nol
specifically mention fisheries per se; however. it is mcant to apply all terrestrial and
marine sectors into its framework. The treaty defines biodiversity as "the variability
among living organisms from all sources including, inter alia, terrestrial. marine and
other aquatic ecosystems and the ecological complexes of whieh they arc part; this
includes diversity within species. between species and of ecosystems" (UN. CI3D. I99:2a.
Article:2).
The CBD urges Parties to integrate biodiversity conservation policies and strategies with
cross-seclional plans, and such plans include State adoption of in-situ and ex-situ
conservation measures. Such in-silu measures under the Convention include establishing
systems for protected areas for conserving biodiversity. regulation and management of
biological resources. and to promote ecologically sustainable development in areas that
1:2
arc adjacent to protecled areas to limit negative impact(s) on that area and to the
protected area ( . CBD. 1992a. Article 6b).
Under Ihe CBD. in-situ conservation practices refer to Ihree key issues - protected arcas.
biological resources. and ecosystems and habitats. All Contracting Parties under the
Convention are supposed to follow a number of obligations pertaining to these thrcc
areas. These obligations are integral. as they set the conservation and managcmcnt
foundation for dealing with such areas. A lot can be extracted from these obligations and
applied to fisheries management. When dealing with marine ecosystems. all three
measures - protected areas. biological resources. ecosystems and habitats - arc rclative
and essential to their identification. monitoring and protection. Such ohligations include:
• The establishment ofa system of protected areas for conserving hiodiversity:
• The development of guidelines for the selection. estahlishment and maintenance
ofprotecled areas:
• The regulation and management of hiological resources that are important for
conserving biodiversity within protected areas;
• The rehabilitation and restoration of degraded ecosystems. through the
development and implementation of management plans and strategies: and
• The promotion in the protection of ecosystems. natural habitats and the
maintenance of viahle populations of species (UN. CBD. 1992a. Articles !la-I).
Like UNCLOS, the recurring theme in the CBD is for Parties to develop and implement
measures to control and manage the risks associated with potentially threatening
activities on the ecosystem. To ensure such control and management measures. Partics
arc required to regulate and manage the collection of biological resources from habitats to
ensure that the survival of species, populations and ecosystems arc not threatened. I\lso.
funding and research is encouraged to promote conservation under the biodiversity
principle (UN, CBO, 1992a, Article 9). The significance of ecosystems. their
conservation and management are being highlighted here. and the articles mentioned in
these areas of the CBO arc quile applicable to fisheries management. This is especially
true in terms of protecting ecosystems thaI arc integral 10 fish stocks. including straddling
and highly migratory stocks. This is accomplished usually through restricting fishing in
areas Ihal have such ecosystems. This is the case NAFO makes through the identification
and protection of YMEs, which are addressed in the next section of this paper
3.3 Ullited Natiolls Agreemellt Oil Straddlillg alld Highly Migratory Fish Stocks
The Agreement for the Implementation of the Provisions of the UN Convention on the
Law of the Sea of 10 December 19~2 Relaling to the Conservation and Management of
Straddling and Highly Migratory Fish Stocks. also known as the Fish Stocks Agreement
(FSI\). was adopted in August 1995. The agreement's objective is to ensure the long-term
conservation and sustainable use of straddling fish stocks and highly migratory fish
stocks through effective implementation of the relevant provisions undcr UNCLOS (UN.
FSA. 1995. Article 2). Also, the agreement imposes certain obligations Ihat Parties must
consider to protect the marine ecosystem when implementing the appropriate measures
for the long-IeI'm conservation and protection of Ihese fish stocks.
14
The agreement requires that States ensure the sustainable lIlilization of fish stocks and
assess the impacts of fishing on the marine environmenl. This means Parties ll1ust
evaluate the impacts of their fishing, other human activities, and environmental factors
such as pollution, on target species, species that arc part of the same ecosysteill. and
species that are associated with or dependent upon a target species of that ecosystem
(UN, FSA, 1995, Article 5).
The precautionary principle, one that is often utilized in conjunction with the ecosystem
approach, is mentioned in the FSA. Originally, the primary foundation and globally
accepted definitions result from Principle 15 of the Rio Declaration
"In order to protect the environment, the precautionary approach shall be widely
applied by States according to their capabilities. Where Ihereare threats of serious
or irreversible damage, lack of full scientific uncertainty shall not be used as a
reason for postponing cost-cfTective measures to prevent environll1ental
degradation." (UN Environment Programme, 1992h, Rio Declaration on
Environment and Development)
i\rticle 6, "Application of the precautionary approach." in the FSA outlines seven ways in
which the precautionary approach should he applied. Part 3d, in particular, indicates data
should be collected and research programs developed to assess the impact of fishing on
non-targel and associated or dependent species and their environment, and adopl plans
which arc necessary to ensure the conservation of such species and to protect habitats of
special concern (UN, FSA, 1995, Article 6).
15
Undcr lhc EBAFM. thc application of a prccautionary approach (Figure 3.1) is
particularly important hecause it is cxpectcd that uncertainty will bc considcrahly greater
than under traditional managcmcnt focuscd on targct resourccs only (FAG. 2()O:;a).
Ilowevcr. il also utilizcs thc hcst scicntific information that is available. oftcn utili/.ing
the dala that is obtained through single-spccies mcthods. Becausc unccrtainty affects all
c1emcnts of thc fishcry systcm in varying degrecs, somc dcgree of prccaution is required
at all Icvcls of the system. This is cxtrcmcly important as poor management decisions can
affect an cntirc ccosystcm.
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Fi~un' J,I: I)i ..~ralll uf lh~ I'r~cautiUll.. r~· Approach for Fishl'ril-s i\'l:lll;lJ,:l'llwnl,
Thc prc(;autinn;lr~'apprn:Kh for fisheri('S nmn:lgl'nll'nl is ahonl hcin~ collllill\lS wln-n
scicntific knowlcdg(' and dal;1 is unn'rlain, II is '1lso ahoul lIot t1sill~ lhe ahSl.'lll'C (If
adctlualc scicntific information as'l n'ason to posllJllllt' actioll or failun' 10 hlk('
a(~ti(J1I In .I\'oid serious harm lu lhh shKks or their cnlliystl'rIl, As indkatcd in lhc
di:l~ral1l, lllt'rc is si~nilkallt risk 'lsS(Kiated wilh IInl'erl:lint~'.The IJllh'nli;11 ('ostof
error alld Iht' n'\'ersihifil~' of impacl.S an' arret'lt'd hy this lInn'rtaint~',With 11m
un(;Crtail1l~'. pre\'l'III:llh'c and ('nrrn"i\'l' mcasurl'S COlli he allllli~d Ilnr till1l". \Vith
high unn·rtailll)'. IInacn~ptahlc risks and cosls must hi' handled wilh mili~alion
me'lstlres. such as negllti'llions, hans or 1l10raluria, NAFC) h:ls dl'\"('lopl'd a similar
prel'aulionar)' allllrOach hased on this FAO model,
The FSA al~1l place" RFMOs in a pi\'olal and ~'enlral P(l~ili('n in l~~rm" of it.,
illlpkmcillalinn. RFMO" pnll'idc lhc primary IIlcl;h:lI1i"lll llln,ugh whidl Slale" ~h'Hlltt
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grappling with practical aspccts or thc FSA's implementation, such as how 10 apply lhe
precautionary principle in risheries management, how to implement ecosystem
management, and how to address transparency (FAO, 2005c). NAFO has tried to
accomplish this through the inclusion or VMEs, which has linkages to Article () or the
FSA whcrc it menlions "habitats or special concern."
3.4 Food alld Agriculture Orgwlizatioll Code of COllduct for Respousible Fisheries
The Code or Conduct 1'01' Responsiblc Fishcrics was initiated earlier in 1991 by the
FAO's Committee on Fisheries, and it was rinally adopted on 31 October 1905. The Code
or Conduct is a voluntary and non-binding instrument, but il contains provisions largely
based on international law as it links other international risheries obligations. including
those established previously under UNCLOS. The FAO Code sets out principles and
international standards or behaviour ror responsible practices, with a vieworensuring the
elTcctive conservation, management and development or living aquatic resources. and
due respect 1'01' the ecosystem and biodiversity (FAO Code or Conduct ror Responsible
Fisheries. 1905. Introduction). This sets the stage ror the inclusion or damage on the
ecosystem caused by certain types or rishing and rishing gear.
The general principles or the Code or Conduct assert that States and users or living
aquatic resources should conserve aquatic and marine ecosystems, and the right to rish
carries with it the obligation 10 do so in a responsible matter to ensure elTcctive
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conservation and management of living aquatic resources (FAO Code of Conduct for
Responsible Fisherics, 1995. Article 6.1). This ethic is instilled and enshrined 10
commit/cncourage States and users to use an ecosystem approach in utilizing their right
to fish. There are two crucial principles worthy of mention thaI arc covcred in the general
principles of thc Code of Conduct: fishing gear and fisheries hahitats. Firs!. the code
makes reference to "environmentally friendly" fishing gear. It states that selective and
environmentally safe fishing gear and practices should be further developed and applied.
to the extent practicahle, in order to maintain biodiversity and to conserve the population
structure and aquatic ecosystems and protect fish quality (FAO Code of Conduct for
Responsihle Fisheries. 1995, Article 6.6). Second. it references the importance 01
"critical" fisheries habilats by stating:
..... all critical fisheries hahitats in marine and fresh waler ecosystems. such as
wetlands, mangroves. reefs. lagoons. nursery and spawning areas. should he
protected and rehabilitated as far as possible and where necessary. Particular
efforl should be made to protect such habitats from destruction. degradation.
pollution and other significant impacts resulting from human activities that
threaten the health and viahility of the fishery resources." (FAO Code of Conduct
for Responsihle Fisheries. 1995. Article 6.8)
Both of these provisions have the framework to provide etTcctive proteClion of marine
ecosystems (within the precautionary principle), as it indicates the importance of marine
ecosystems 10 the fishery and how non-environmentally fricndly fishing gear can degrade
such marine ecosystems. Fishing gear can change the living and non-living environment
in which the target species and other related resources live. Ecosyslem damage can come
from the very nature of the fishing gear or from thc inappropriate use of otherwise
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acceptable gear, like using trawls in areas where there arc coral reefs. Modern lowed
gear. such as trawls and dredges, damage the ocean bottom and the addition of heavier
gear and rigging increase the damage caused on dynamic. soft bottom habitats like sand
dunes and even stable, hard and high structured habitats like coral reefs and sponge beds
(NAFO's VME examples) (Garcia et al.. 2003). These IOpics arc integral reasons for why
the development and incorporation of an EBAFM is needed. The arguments being made
here arc that bottom fishing and the gear being used can harm VMEs and that new
management protocols arc needed to ensure that they arc protected.
3.5 Reykjavik COl~terellceOil Respollsible Fishillg ill the Marille Rco.system
The Reykjavik Conference on Responsible Fishing in the Marine Ecosyste:m took place:
on 1-4 October 2001. and it marked the first concentrated effort to impleme:nt the
EBAFM. There had been significant build up in the previously referenced international
conferences and frameworks to lean towards an ecosystem approach. and the Re:ykjavik
Confe:rence was the result of all this discussion. The central theme of the Reykjavik
Conference was an examination of the implications of the global trend towards
ecosystem-based fisheries management for capture fisheries. and also to provide an in-
de:pth analysis on important global issues relating to fisheries and the impkmentation of
the FAO 1995 Code of Conduct for Responsible Fisheries (FAO, 2002a). The rationale
remained that most fishery resources remain either fully exploited or overexploite:d Oil a
glohalscale.
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The Reykjavik Conference acknowledged that previous fisheries management methods
have heen inadequate and that in order to keep fishing sustainahle. an ecosystem-hased
approach was necessary. It recognil:ed the importance of such an approach. as it
confirmed that the ohjective of including ecosystem considerations in fisheries
management is to contrihute to long-term food security and human development and to
assure the elTcctive conservation and sustainahle use of the ecosystem and its resources
(FAO. Reykjavik Declaration, 2002b. Appendix I). Referring to UNCLOS. the rSA and
the FAO Code of Conduct. thc Reykjavik Conference took into account the impacts of
fisheries on the marine ecosystem. and the impacts of the marine ecosystem on fisheries.
These impacts include: direct impacts of overfishing: modifying community species
composition and genctic diversity through selective targeting; impacts on non-target
species; incidental mortality from lost or ahandoned gear: direct impact on the sea hed:
and deslructive illegal "fishing gear" such as dynamite and poisoning (FAO. :200:2a).
The Reykjavik Declaration was the official document generated from the Conference.
The document cemented much of the ecosystem discussions and reiterated the
importance of the principles of the FAO Code of Conduct to Responsible Fisheries with
respect to UNCLOS. as it set out the rights and duties of Stales with respect to the use
and conservation of the ocean and its resources. including the conservation and
management of living marine resources (FAO. Reykjavik Declaration. 2002h. Appendix
I). The Declaration also mentioned the role of fisheries management organi/.ations. hoth
regional and international. in taking into account ecosystem considerations when
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managing and conserving lhe marine environmenl. and indicates the importance or such
organizations to strengthen and improve managemenl to incorporate these ecosystem
principles (FAO, Reykjavik Declaralion. 2002b. Appendix I). Organizalions like AFO
rail under this section, and it is clear that this documenl rcvolutionized the way such
organizalions look at risheries management with respect 10 thc ecosystem. This
Declaration rinally established the ecosystcm-based approach towards rishcries
management, bUl in a very generic sense, like broadly including marine environmcnls.
Through this Conrerence. a more narrow rocus developed on marine ecosyslcms and the
management or ecosystems in the UNGA Resolulion61/I05.
3.6 United Nations General Assemhly on Sustainable Fisheries Resolution 61/105
The 2006 UNGA Resolulion 61/105 on Sustainable Fisheries is the basis 1'01' the majority
of changes 10 the way States. both individually and collcctively through RFMOs.
approach fisheries managemcnl. The resolulion focuses on the sustainable nlanagclIlenl
of deep sea fish stocks and protection of YMEs from significant and adverse impacts
from bOltom fishing aClivities. For the first time. a resolution focuses on the kind or
marine ecosystem degradation from a specific fishing source - bOltom fishing. Pan of lhis
process includes the deleetion. identification. and protcction of YMEs.
The UNGA Resolution 61/105 emphasizes the significance ecosystems play on fisheries.
By incorporating YMEs in fisheries management through the ecosyslem approach. it
delivers a simplistic, but very important message: by protecting the ecosystem. you
protect species that occupy it, for the long-term. The Resolution specifically calls for
States to take action to protect YMEs. including seamounts, hydrothcrmal vcnts and cold
water corals, from destructive fishing practices and recogni/.ing the immcnse importancc
and value of deep sea ecosystems and the biodiversity they contain (UNGA 61/105.
2006. Section X, Paragraph 80). The provisions provided in UNGA 61/105 encompass a
wide range of c1emcnts that are aimed to ensure such objectives are achicvable. The
Resolution encourages States to apply the ecosystem approach by 20 10. and it notes the
CI3D. FAO Code of Conduct, the Reykjavik Declaration and other relevant discussions to
act as guidelines for the implementation of the EI3AFM (UNGA 61/105. 2006. Section X.
Paragraph 76).
Many RFMOs were established before the FSA. FAO Code of Conduct for Rcsponsiblc
Fisheries and the Reykjavik Conference on Responsible Fishing in the Marinc Ecosystcm
and UNGA 61/105, so it is not surprising that few of Ihem incorporatc thc EBAf7M.
RFMOs cstablished morc recenlly do rclkcl and even mention the EI3AFM. Howevcr.
the adoption of the ecosystem approach is a function of the date that it was implemented
and pre-existing RFMOs, like NAFO, needed to amend their Conventions to adopt the
approach. Prominent RFMOs in a position similar to NAF06 include:
• The Commission for the Conservation and Managcment of Ilighly Migratory Fish
Stocks in the Western and Central Pacific Ocean
• Convcntion for the Conservation and Management of Fisheries Resourccs in the
South East Atlantic Ocean
• Convention on Futurc Multilateral Co-opcration in North-East Atlantic Fisheries
• Convcntion for thc Conservation of Salmon in the orlh Atlantic Ocean
• Intcrnational Convention for the Conservation of Atlantic Tunas (Curric. n.d/
The Rcsolution also mentions an important set of ohligations on fishing nations to protect
not only ecosystcms within their own jurisdiction from bottom fishing. but within areas
beyond national jurisdiction. This is aimed to significantly enhance the protection and
sustainablc management of fisherics and VMEs beyond national jurisdiction. which
would havc a bcttcr long-tcrm effcct in the successful managemcnt of fisheries (LJ Ci/\
<lI/l05. 2006 Scction X. Paragraph 8<l). It also mcntions thc role of States. individually
and through RFMOs, is to take over this devcloping role as it is recogni/.ed that RFMO~
arc ideally the only hodies with the existing infrastructure necessary to achieve the
deadlines on time when dcaling with the U GA Rcsolution 61/105. RFMOs already havc
the infrastructure in place and the ability to act as a vehicle to strengthen international
cooperation. promote transparcncy. address non-members. and enhance Illonitoring.
control and surveillance (MCS) measures. RFMOs' activities may lead to improved
national fisherics governance and harmonized regional measures. These measures include
7 List of respcetivc RI'MOs ,,,tapted fmm Currie. D. (n.d). "Ecosystem-Based Management in Multilateral
Envirolll1lcntal J\grCCJl1Cnl~: Progn;~)<. towanb Adopting Ihe ECo...y~It:1ll Approach in tht.: Inlcrllalion;1!
Management or Living Marine RC~()lIn.:c:-.." World \Vildlifc Fund International. Glohal Spccic~ Pr\lgral1l.
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MCS, information exchange and scientific advice and statistics. Single Stalcs or olhcr
resource management bodies simply do not havc Ihc rcsourccs or capacity 10 do all this. It
is undcrstood that NGA 61/105:
"Calls upon regional fisherics managcmcnt organi/.ations/arrangcmcnls wilh the
competence 10 regulatc bOllom fishcrics 10 adopt and implcment measures. in
accordancc wilh Ihe precautionary approach, ecosystcm approaches and
international law, for Iheir regulalOry arcas as a malleI' of priority. bUl nOI laler
than J I December 200R." (UNGA 61/105, 2006, Section X, Paragraph Xl)
NAPO is an RPMO that has gone lhrough change 10 incorporate ccosyslem-hased
approaches in its fisherics management. The next scction examines NAPO as an RFMO,
and ils mClamorphosis from thc 197X Convcntion to thc amcnded 200R Convcntion.
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Section 4.0: Case Study One - The Northwest Atlantic Fishc.-ics
Organization and its Adaptation to Change
4.1 The Northwest Atlantic Fisheries Orga/lization - Intematio/lal CO/ll/llis,\'iO/l for the
Northwest Atlantic Fisheries and the 1978 CO/lve/ltio/l
Thc Convcntion on Futurc Multilatcral Coopcration in thc Northwcst Atlantic Fishcries.
signcd on 24 October 1978 in Ottawa, came into force on I January 1979 following
ratification. acceptance and approval by seven signatories: Canada, Cuba. the European
Economic Community. German Dcmocratic Republic, Iceland, Norway. and the Union (ll
Soviel Socialist Republics. This Convention cstablished NAFO and replaced the 19-19
International Convention for the Northwest Atlantic Fisheries and the International
Commission for the Northwest Atlantic Fisherics (ICNAF) (NAFO, n.d.)
Prior to the 1978 Convention, ICNAF was responsible for managemcnt of the fisheries 01
thc Northwest Atlanlic outside thc territorial seas of thc coastal Slates. west of 42" West
longilUdc, between 39° West and 78" 10' North latitude (NAFO. n.d.). Fish stocks were
managed often through an ill-defined and ad hoc means. In ICNAFs early years of the
19S0s. it was given the mandate "to makc possible the maintenance of a maximum
sustained catch from the ICNAF fisherics." This was based on scientific investigations
and the concept of maximum sustaincd catch was later modified to allow for "joint aClion
to achievc the optimum utilization" made on the basis of scicntific investigations. along
with economic and tcchnical considcrations. This continued until 1971 whcn it was
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discovered that there were benefits to be gained from not harvesting the maximulll
sustainable level (NAFO, n.d).
Originally, ICNAF did not establish an organizational structure for scientific maIlers,
although it was charged with being responsible in the field of scientific investigation for
obtaining and collating the information necessary for maintaining fish stocks that support
international fisheries in the Convention Area. The Standing Committee on Research and
Statistics (STACRES) was established and shifted its focus for scientific endeavour
(NAFO, n.d.). Research and statistic collection were undertaken by agencies of
Contracting Parties and submilled to STACRES. An early function of STI\CRES
addressed the fundamental question of what to do with fisheries and biological data
STACRES developed specifications for the nature of the data to be collected, how to
store it and disseminate it.
ICNAF came at a time when the exploitation of marine fisheries was escalating aftel
World War II. This was a time when technological advances in fishing vessels. fishing
innovation and capacity allracted a huge influx of modern fishing platforms from many
nations to fish the highly productive fishing grounds. and relatively untapped cod and
ground fish resources of the Northwest Atlantic. ICNAF struggled for 20 years with
inellcctive technical measures for regulating its fisheries, and failed by not persuading
member States to agree earlier on ellective conservation measures for the fish stocks
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(NAFO. n.d.). In 1978, NAFO replaced ICNAF and th.:: Convention aimed to rectify
these problems. as there was no true managemenl regime in place.
The 1978 NAFO Convention saw the incumbent RFMO emulate its prec!t:cessor, but
under a different structure. NAFO established and organized three bodies: the General
Council, Fisheries Commission (FC) and Scientific Council (SC). The creation of th.::s.::
bodies made a clear distinction between coordinating and administrative functions.
conservation and management activities. and scientific processes. The new Convention
also provided consistency provisions to addrcss the relationship betwe.::n the actions of
the FC in the NRA and domestic management measures taken by coa.slal Stat.::s (NArO.
n.d.). This proved to be inellicienl as considerations for other fish species or the broad'::l
marine ccosystem were often disregarded. Fisheries management decisions based on the
b.::st scientific advice was orten dismissed by member States and th.::r.:: was no
consideration of the "precautionary principle" As a result. the narrow view tak.::n by
ICNAF and NAFO harmed the long-term heallh of many fish stocks in the Northwest
Atlantic and contribuledlO the overfishing of straddling fish stocks. particularly through
the late I970s, thc 1980s and early I990s by foreign and domestic fishing vessels.
Unilateral decisions on quota setting without consequence, uncompromising d.::cision-
making and fishing abuse were common during ICNAF and even within NAFO during
thc 1978 Convention cra. Any decision that was made was orten undermined by the
rrequent use or objections. This dissension amongst members proved to bc costly as it.
along with other compounding ractors like the inaccuracies or stock data versus estimatcd
catches during these overrishing periods, contributed to the collapse or one the most
important groundfish stocks in the Northwest Atlantic, the Northern Cod «(;(/dll.l'
II/orlll/(/). The culmination or all these anthropogenic raetors, including the lack or a
precautionary and ecosystem view, the lack or compliance by NAFO membcr States to
adhere to the Convention and the convoluted nature or the Convention also indirectly
promoted the decimation or a large quantity of other groundrish stocks. including
straddling stocks.
In addition, during the 1978 Convention era, poor or unreliable data provided to NAFO
by its members and inetTcelive monitoring due to a lack or compliance resulted in both
Canada and NAFO overestimating the abundance or groundfish. cod in particular, and
establishing artificially high Total Allowable Catches (TACs). NAFO and Canadian
Policy makers set quotas lhat placated member States. ralher than to maintain the stocks.
More recently, natural ractors such as seal predation, changing oceanographic conditions
and poor rccruitment exacerbated the problem, but to a lesser extenl compared to the
tremendous impact oroverrishing
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4.2 The 2005 Reform of Northwest At/aI/tic Fisheries Orgal/izatiol/
NAFO is responsible for managing fishing activities in the orthwest Atlantic region.
AFO\ overall ohjective is to contrihute through consullation and cooperation to the
optimum utilization. rational management and conservation of the fishery resources of
the Convention Area (NAFO. n.d.) (Figure 4.1). This area encompasses a large portion of
the Atlantic Ocean and includes the 200-mile EEZ of coastal States (Canada. Denmark.
France and the United States). The management of salmon. tuna. marlins and whales and
sedentary species arc not within the purview of NAFO (NAFO, n.d.)
In keeping with its commitments stemming from UNGA 61/105. NAFO hegan a n.:forln
in 2005. The reform concentrated on three main areas:
I. An updated Convention to replace the 1978 Convention;
2. An adoption of the ecosystem approach to fisheries management: and
J. An updated protocol on Monitoring. Control and Surveillance (MCS)
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illlplclllcnlcd ;lCli\'ilic~.
NAFO· ... amcnded ClInvcntion \\';t~ ;Idoptcd in Seplclllhcr 2007 in Li~h<.lI1, PlIl1ug;i1
NAro 1llC"llIhcr St;tlC~ (T:lhlc -1.1) arc ~till in the pnJ<:l'~~ f'lr falifying thc ncw
Convenlion. The adoptcd leX! ha.. 10 he r;ltilied hy at Ica~t thrcc-fllunh... of the
\ontracling Partie... in ordcr 10 III<lkc il hinding. A ncw. updatcd ohjccli\'1' from NAFO
camc a~ a rC~lIlr of the Convcntion
to .. n~urc thc long tcrlll conscrvation and ...u~tainahlc U."I' "I' 'Ill' li .. lll'ry
re.""urcc." in the Convention Area and. in doing ~n, to ...;tkglwrd thc marine
ccn~y~tell1~ in whidl lhc~e rc~ourcc~ arc found." (NAFO Conwlllilln. 2007;1,
Al1idell)
Ukrainl'
-Sourl'c: Adaptcd from NAFO, n.d
"
This Convention also encompasses many of thc themcs of previous agrecmcnts such as
thc CBD. FSA. FAO Code of Conduet for Responsible Fisheries. thc Rcykjavik
Declaration and of the UNGA Resolution 61/105. This gives evidence of their
evolutionary importance and suggests AFO concurs with an EBAFM including thc
safeguarding of the marine environment. conserving its marine biodiversity. minimi/ing
the risk of long term or irreversible adverse effects of fishing activities. and taking into
account the relationship betwecn all components of the ecosystem (NAFO Convcntion.
2007a. Article II). Following the guidance provided by these international frameworks.
Contracting Parties play a major role in terms of NAFO's ability to uphold its
commitments and follow its objectives.
;\n organization is only as good as its members and thus. can only opcratc both
elTectively and suffieiently if its members contribute. That is why listed within thc
Convention are a number of provisions Parties must follow if NAFO is to havc any
lasting and elTeClive impacts on its elTorts to fulfill its duties. For example. Parties.
individually or collectively. must collect and exchange scientific. technical and statistical
data and knowledge pertaining to living resources and their ecosystems in the Convention
Area and provide it to the NAFO Secretariat. Additionally. Contracting Parties must
implement NAFO's Convention and any conservation and management measurcs and
regularly submit to NAFO a description of the steps taken. Each Contracting Party .i1so
has specific obligations and rules to follow under the Convention pertaining tll their
fishing activities and the monitoring of the marine environmcnt. Ilowever. if N;\FO is to
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be successful, regular and up-Io-date information bas to be proviued by each Contracling
Pany. AFO realizes parlicipalion in the new Convention is predicatcu on the
Conlracting Parties willingness 10 do so.
4.3 Towards Implementing United Nations General Assemhly Resolutiol/ 6//105 il/ the
Northwest Atlal/tic Fisheries Organization
The 2005 NAFO reform process had many significanl even Is leading up 10 lhe inclusion
of the ecosystem approach to ils fisheries management mandate. One such integral evenl
was the :WOS St. John's Deelaralion. This Declaration reilerated the importance of the
marine ecosyslem on fisheries. and lhat morc could be done by RFMOs. incluuing
NAFO, 10 protect potelllially sensitive marine areas. In response to Ihe Declaralion.
NAFO focuseu ilS allention in 2006 on four existing seamounts localed in the NR/\
(Tahle 4.2) anu closed Ihese areas from I January 2007 to :1 I December 20 IO. 10 all
fishing activilies involving demersal fishing gears ( AFO. CEM. 200Xa). There is
evidence of limited bottom fishing in some of these areas. while lillie to none elsewhere
This would allow small scale and caulious exploratory fisheries to galher dala \ hich
would he provided to lhe AFO Seerelariat. II would also enable NAFO to improve its
knowledge of these seamount areas and belter assess lhe impacl of fishing aClivilies Oil
these specific areas.
In June 2007. the NAFO SC held a meeling 10 discuss informal ion regarding fishing on
and around lhe four closed seamount areas in the RA. Fishing aClivity from January
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2003 to March 2007 was assessed using information from Vessel Monitoring Systems
(VMS). observer records and catch and effort databases. It was found Ihat there was no
evidence of commercial fishing on Ihe Orphan Knoll, a few exploratory tows on the
ewfoundland Seamounts and only limited commercial fishing on the ew England and
Corner Rise Seamounts. with evidence that only one seamount within the Corncr Rise
Scamounts area closure was repeatedly fished over successive seasons ( AFO.2007b).
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It was recognized that NAFO could consider eoncrete steps to identify and protect
sensitive areas when incOlvorating the EBAFM within the NRA. It would requirc that
advice from the SC be soughl with rcgard to specific criteria for identifying such areas. as
well as the identification of such areas pursuant to the established criteria. It was alsll
recommended that NAFO develop a process to seek additional information on seamounts
within the NRA. So. as an initial response to implementing an ecosystcm approach.
NAFO look important first steps to protect sensitive areas. The fishing ban imposed on
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four seamounts in the NRA continued and in the subsequent year. the expansion
continued to nol only to include seamounls. bUI coral regions as well. A region of thc
Grand Banks was designated as a coral prolection zone and would remain closcd to
bottom fisheries. employing the same logic used for the seamount c1osurcs. N/\FO thcn
launched a four-year coral monitoring and research program 10 sel in motion an elTective
coral protection slrategy ( AFO.2007b).
/\t the NAFO Annual Meeting in 2010. Contracting Panies expanded from the original
four seamount closures and agreed to the closure of a total of six seamounts in the NR/\
(f'igure 4.2). as well as the eSlablishment of a permanent (was ad hoc previously) N/\FO
Working Group on Vulnerable Marine Ecosystems that will continue to provide advicc to
the AFO Fe (DFO. 2010).
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seamounts, cold water corals. sponges and hydrothermal vents fil the criteria (NAfO.
2007). New additions and classificalions for VMEs arc actively heing sought hy
Contracting Panics for NAFO. Various non-governmental organizations (NGOs). such as
the World Wildlife Fund and other environmental management stakeholders. arc working
together with AFO to try to reach a compromise on such ecosystem-based fisheries
management issues and sustainability.
The identification of VMEs, like NAFO's commilment to the EBAFM. is an ongoing
process. A number of working groups, methods and meetings have been established to
achieve these dynamic commitments. In 200g. at an inter-sessional meeling in Montreal.
AFO held a discussion on a numher of agenda items and VMEs formed a major pan of
that discussion. It was proposed that AFO. with the help of its Contracting Panics. map
existing fishing areas, a "footprint:' (by I January 2009) in an effort 10 identify existing
VME areas within the NRA. By mapping existing fishing areas. NAfO and its
Contracting Panics would isolate and create a geographical representation of CUITent
fishing areas where VMEs would he catalogued and identified. In order tn accomplish
this feal. Contracting Parties would provide AFO with informal ion on bottom fishing
for the reference period of 19R7 to 2007 (Figure 4.3). This information would he
provided to NAFO vis-ii-vis VMS. and other geo-referenced data in more recent years
where Ihe technology was available. and through catch repons submitted hy the
Contracting Parties to AFO. The areas highlighted hy the footprint in the NRA would
serve as "existing bottom fishing areas" and areas which arc undefined would serve as
"ncw fishing arcas" in which fishing crforts will bc cxpandcd 10 includc idcntifying
YMEs in these ncw arcas. This is a strategy adoplcd by NAFO to idcntify and furthcl
l1lonitor olhcr potcntial YMEs within thc NRA (Figurc 4.4) bascd on sil1lilar
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Tht'st' art' tht' gt'lU'ral :In':IS of known Vi\n:.~ with M!lIIl' IIn'rlal) inlu 111l' Canadian
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conducted in dccp·~c:1 arc<l~ hdow ::UX.IO II1cln:~ and Ih;ll area." l'lIlTCrilly d,,~ctl to
commcrcial fisheries are to remain closed until a scientific assessment from exploratory
risheries are availahle.
The ongoing identification of YMEs and the assessment of bOllom fishing on idcntified
areas arc aimed to support the development of appropriate scientiric mcthods for thc
longer term monitoring or health of YMEs. This implies thc FC will develop additional
conservation measures focusing on ecosystem health to be introduced under NAFO's
Conservation and Enrorcement Measures (CEM). The insertion of Chapter I (BOIIIllll
Fisheries in the NRA) in the NAFO CEM is evident of these additional mcasures. The
Fe. in consultation with the Sc. would be in charge of monitoring as well as following
up on whether fishing vessels are compliant in these YME areas. in addition to the
traditional list of vessel monitoring duties (NAFO. 200Rh. Chapter I his CEM)
These actions are AFO's ongoing 2007 Convention commitment. as il allcmpts to
incorporate and adapt the EBAFM. The most recent adaptation has come in the rorm of
the creation of the Working Group on the Ecosystem Approach to Fisherics Managcmcnt
(WGEAFM). The Working Group's Terms of Reference state that the group is 10:
• identify regional ecosystems within the NRA:
• make an inventory or current knowledge on the components or each regional
ecosystem (i.e. physical oceanography. primary production. zooplankton and
secondary production, hethos and largc vertebrates. rish and rish assemblagcs.
seahirds. marine mammals. turtles and fisheries):
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• explore the feasibility of different tools (e.g. ecosystem indicators. modelling. etc)
that could be used in management advice in the NRA; and,
• comment on necessary International Council for the Exploration of the Sca
(ICES)/NAFO working groups on deep-water ecology's report on its relation to
the NRA (NAFO, n.d.).
The caveat to the VME identification process is that it has to receive relevant information
from all Contracting Parties. The Group also maps locations of potential and future
VMEs by utilizing the fishing footprint methods. as indicated by the samplc trawling
coordinates. Coral and Sponge Identification guides have been established by the
WGEAFM as well as a fishery data collection form for identifying species of corals and
sponges while fishing in the NRA. These methods arc used to further obtain informatioll
on VMEs. NAFO's commitment to the EBAFM is embodied through the WGEAf-M and
its Terms of Reference. The advice it provides to NAFO weighs heavily on any decisions
the RFMO makes with regard to collective fisheries management decisions. as it is
compriscd of experts from Contracting Parties. NAFO utilizes VME information and
monitors and gauges the elTccts of bottom fishing in the NRA to identify existing and
other potential VMEs. This is also applied to all exploratory fisheries, as exploratory
bottom fishing shall be considered in the evaluation of risks of the significant adverse
impact on VMEs. in line with a precautionary approach. Unfortunately. this information
is exclusive for these purposes only, and is not incorporated into quota and T!\C settings
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Section 5.0: Case Study Two - The International Joint Commission and
the International St. Croix River Watershed Board
5. J The BOlllldary Waters Treaty
Many rivers and lakes arc located and now belween the horders of Ihe United Slates and
Canada (Figure 5.1). This often results in transboundary and jurisdictional COnniCIS
relating to the usc and access 10 these water hodies. For example. in Ihe latc IXlJOs.
farmers in northern Monlana dug small canals to divert water fromlhe SI. Mary and Milk
Rivers for irrigation purposes. This continued inlo the early 1900s as olhcr small
diversion projecls. such as dams. were erected (Halliday. 2007). Whilc these waleI'
diversion systems could function without prohlem during periods of high river flows. the
inconsistent nature of the water supply in the region, togelher with Ihc colieClive impact
of the diversions. hegan 10 threaten Ihe health of the walershed and cause healed disputes
and protests between various waleI' users on bOlh sides of the horder (Halliday. 2(07).
Source: Adapled from Uc. 2009a.
Figure 5.1: Sh3l'ed Canada/United States Walel'sheds.
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Around the same time on the Niagara River. which forms the border between Nc:w York
State and Ontario. there was growing demand for electricity due to continuous expansion
of the area. The Niagara River watershed's potential for inexpensive hydroelectric powcr
and the close proximity of rail and shipping routes made it a magnet for hcavy industry
and chemical manufaeturing companies in the early 1900s (Environmental Protection
Agency, n.d.). In the early years of this period of development, no regulations or
legislation existed to deal with industrial waste that was dumped directly into the rivcl
system. It became evident that both countries needed to balance the growing demand for
electric power with the interests of navigation, while safeguarding the natural heauty 01
the Niagara Falls (UC, 2009a).
It was not until 1896 that motions to mitigate and solve these disputes were attempted.
The Canadian government requested the British Ambassador at Washington inform the
American government that it was prepared to cooperate only by "appointment of an
international Commission or otherwise" in the regulation of international streams for
irrigation purposes (UC, 2009b). A response from the American governmenl did not
come until six years laler in 1902. when President Roosevelt signed thc Nil'('/' ol/d
/-lor/mrs lIeI (Evans, 1992). Under the terms of the Act, Roosevelt requested:
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" ... to invite the government of Great Britain to join in the formation of an
international Commission to be composed of three Illembers from the United
Slates and three who shall represent the interests of the Dominion of Canada,
whose duty it shall be to investigate and report upon the conditions and uses of
the waters adjacent to the boundary lines between the United States and Canada,
including all of the waters of lhe lakes and rivers whose natural out leI is by the
River Saint Lawrence to the Atlantic Ocean, also upon the maintenance and
regulation of suitable levels, and also upon the effect upon the shores of these
waters and the structures thercon, and upon the interesls of navigation by reason
of the diversion of these waters from or change in thcir natural flow: and. further.
to report upon the necessary measures to regulate such divcrsion, and to make
such recolllmendations for improvements and regulations as shall best subserve
the interests of navigation in the said waters ... " (1Jc. 2009b)
Witb acceptance from the British and Canadian governments, the International Waterway
Commission was officially formed in 1905. This new Commission had very limited
success as there was immediate hesitation on the protocol descrihing the investigation of
procedures and water consumption. There was also confusion about the boundary waters
that were included under lhe Commission's jurisdiction (I./C 200tJh). The Canadian
government understoodlhal all waters along lhe border were included. but the American
government had understood thai only the Greal Lakes were supervised hy the
Commission. Also, the Ameriean understanding of the Commission was that if friction
arose over such malleI'S, the Canadian Commissioners were requested to side with them
It was apparent that the Commission was losing its relevanee: however. it did recommend
the estahlishment of principles to govern the use and diversion of houndary waters and
the creation of a permanent hody wilh wider powers (1Jc. 2009b). Only two years later.
negotiations for a new treaty began in Washington.
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On II January 1909. lhe !JolIlll!arl' Walers Treatr was signed. The Treaty contained 1-1
Articles pertaining 10 various issues of navigation. waler 110w. pollulion and all shared
waters rrom Pacific to Atlantic coasts. More importantly, under Article VII, the IJC was
estahlished:
~'~I~~ H~~II~~~~:~~~:~ti'~7 ~~~I~ie~~~i~~ t~t~;~~bl:;~~:1 an~lal\l:~li::ta~~~I~:~O~~~rn(':;.iO:~~
Commissioners. three on the part or the United States appointed hy the President
thereof. and three on the part or the United Kingdom appointed hy His Majesty on
the recommendation or the Governor in Councilor the Dominion or Canada."
(IJC, 200ge, Article VII, Boundary Waters Treaty)
Under the United States Constilution, the Treaty has been incorporated into U.S. law. and
Canada conrirmed the Treaty in the !l/lem£lliOlIllI!JolIl/darr Walers 'rreal." AI'I. passed in
1911.
The clarity and simplicity or lhe Trealy provides general principles. rather than detailed
prescriptions. to guide the two countries in matters such as approving dams that would
arrect nalural water levels or rIows across the boundary (IJ .2009a).
5.2 Illterllatiolla! Joillt Commissioll
5.2.! ()r~allizatioll,Ro!es alld Respollsibilities
As mentioned under Article VII of the BOllI/dar." Walers Treatl" Canada and the United
States appoint six IJC Commissioners. three representatives rrom each country. including
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one chair. The highest level or government rrom each respeclive country individually
selects these Commissioners. In (he United Swtes, the President, with Ihe approval rrom
the Senate, selects its representalives and in Canada, the Governor in Council, on advice
rrom the Prime Minister. selects its representalives. Once appointed, Ihey do not
represent the national governments, hut operate al arm's lenglh X (IJC 2009a).
The IJC is a bi-nalional organization and quasi-judicial body thai assists hOlh
governments in rinding solutions to prohlems caused hy competing interesls on
transboundary waters (1Jc, 2009a). Throughout ils existence, the IJC has evolved and
maintained its runctionality through the auspices or the Boulldarl' Walers 7'r('(I'.I' and has
also been adaptable to lake on additional responsihilities or other agreements thai were
signed between lhe IWO countries. These agreements have expanded the roles and
responsibilities or the 1Jc. In general, the IJC ensures that all shared walers and airspace
along the horder are utilized according to the Boulldary Walers Treal.\' /909. (;r('(/I L(//.:('s
W(/Ier Qualily I\greel/l(,1I1 /978. and I\ir Qua/itl, I\greel/l(,1I1 /99/.
When requested by the nalional governments, the l.Ic,as instructed in the Trealy. must
sludy and recommend solutions to transboundary issues. These requests arc called
"rererences" and usually rocuson walerand airqualily, along with olher issues relaled 10
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the development and use of shared water resourees (IJC, 200lJa). The IJC has carried out
its duties to these referenees through a variety of mechanisms. Such mechanisms include
deciding on approval for applieations of projects such as dams. diversions or bridges that
would affect the natural level or flow of boundary waters. or dams on transboundary
water systems that would raise the level. Of course when doing so. the IJC considers
interests in both countries in accordance with the Treaty.
The IJC also appoints boards consisting of equal numbers of experts from each country
when dealing with references. Members jointly establish the facts in a professional
capacity and act impartially. just as the IJC itself operates. The boards provide advice and
recommendations on each reference in an advisory role only (1Je. 200l)a). The Treaty
also requires that the IJC listen to the views of all interested parties when dealing with
references. This is usually done through public hearings or meetings: however. it may
also involve public participation on boards through the appointment of certain
stakeholders. Some references may result in a continuing role for the 1Jc. such as
monilOring compliance in certain watersheds with international water quality objectives
or other transboundary issues of concern. The IJC receives regular reports from its boards
to help fulfill these ongoing commitments and responsibilities.
In the past. transboundary water issues were orten seen as problems that were specific to
a single factor, like a dam or certain pollution sources. in isolation from other factors
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(UC n.d). Thc UC has acknowlcdgcd thc bCSI way to manage such issues is through an
ecosystcm-bascd approach lhat managcs using an inlcgrative and holislic ideology lhal
stems from thc collcctivc principlcs of the Boundar.'" Wafers Tre([l". This ecosyslem-
bascd approach has bccn coincdthc (WI by thc UC
5.2.2 International Watersheds Initiative
Ovcr thc past dccadc, Ihc UC has becn devcloping thc IWI. which is supported by special
funding from lhc Amcrican and Canadian fcderal govcrnmcnls. The underlying pl"l:mise
of thc (WI is that watcr rcsource and environmcntal problcms can be anticipaled,
prevented or resolvcd at the local levcl beforc dcvcloping inlo internalional issues (Ue.
200R). To accomplish this goal. an integratcd ecosystcm approach that looks at complex
intcractions and inlcrrclationships in cntirc watcrshcds was suggcstcd. This was lhc resull
of many consultations with fcdcral. statc and provincial governmcnts. lribes and rirsl
at ions. and othcr comlllunities who ulilizc transboundary watcrsheds (UC 200R). The
inlcgraled ecosyslcm approach that lhcse consultalions agrccd upon was:
" ,.an inlcgralcd approach that considers thc enlirc rangc of goods and services
that can be dcrivcd from thc cnvironmcnl and lhat allempts 10 maximi/.e the mix
of bcnefits. It rccognizes Ihat ccosystcms function as whole entities and should be
managcd as such. looking bcyond traditional jurisdictional boundaries, It takes a
long-tcrm vicw. considcring impacls and bcnefils as lhcy play out over decades
and alTCel fulurc gcncralions ... '" (IJC 2009d)
Sevcral walcrshcds werc selectcd as pilot areas to lcst out thc new initiative nationwide
for both countrics. Thc first watcrshcd sclectcd was lhe 51. Croix River watershed in
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Maine and New Brunswick. which was administered hy the ISCRWB. In April :2007. il
becalllethefirsldesignaled IWI hoardoflhe Uc.
5.3 International St. Croix River Water,l'IIed Hoard
The SI. Croix River forms 185 km of the international houndary between Canada and lhe
United States. dividing Maine and New Brunswick. and ils watershed (Figure 5.:2) COWl'S
an area of 4.230 km~. The river plays an inlegral role in lhe lives of people who sparsely
populale the area, as the economy is hased largely on natural resources and lourism lhal
lhe river and watershed provides. The walers arc utili/.ed for forestry. pulp and paper.




','igurl' 5.2: SI. Croi.'I: Kh'l'r Wall'.-slll'd.
Itllhe pa~l. lhe I1C had IWo ~p,mlle Ixlard~ fllr m:II1:1ging acli\'ilie~ inlhe 51. ('roi'\: RIIl~r
on Pollulion Control 51. Croix Riwr. The fir~t hoard wa, e~l;lhli~l1\xl in 11)15 and dc;i11
wilh the ~'on~lrul'tinn of d;lJl1~ :lIld regulatillil of w:lter 1e\'e1~ and tl{lW~ within Ih~' :lr~',l
The ~ecnnd wa~ crealed in 1<)62 ;111<1 it rep,lrted on 1H1Il1icip;i1 ;Ilul indll~tri;i1 pollution.:I~
well:l~ waler quality (UC', n,d). The IWo hoard~ nper:ltcd ~l'paratl'ly, hut 1'Il'l'all~1' or Ihe
r1o~e ('IKlper:ltion hctw(~~~n the two IlIlanl" Ihe 11(' romhim:d Ihem in :!O(Xl III \Tl';ltl' ;1
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single. more elTicient and inclusive board. the International 51. Croix River Board (I.lC
n.d.). Arter the announcement of the IWI by the UC the board was designated the first
formal IJC international watershed board in April 2007. Since the IWI designation. it has
heen known as the ISCRWB. The functions of the ISCRWB arc to help prevent and
resolve disputes over the boundary waters of the SI. Croix River. monitor the ccological
health of the waters. and ensure that four dams comply with the Commission's Orders oj
Approval.
Thc ISCRWB is currently involved in a number of issues with the watershcd. Thcse
include protecting the watershed from l11unicipal wastewater and stormwatcr discharges.
industrial pollutants. and agricullural runoff (IJC 2005). Also. becausc of inCJ'cased
water-usc interests such as recreation. industry. new fisheries. and Aboriginal usc. both
old and new connicts continue to surface as various water users compete for water and
the uses it provides. The most significant issue in the watershed remains a longstanding.
unsolved dispute - the on-going competing interests of small mouth bass fishing and thc
restoration of a native fish species. the alewife (1Jc. 2005). One of the tasks of the board
involvcs providing watershed stakeholders with unbiased. scientific information ;lI1d
advice concerning this dispute. The main focus is on the connict between anglers and
lodge owners searching for financial security versus scientists and other stakeboldcrs
seeking to restore the natural ecology of the area.
5.3.1 Alew(fe al/d Smal/moulh Bass Imporlal/ce iI/the SI. Croix River Walenhetl
Alewife (I\/o.m psel/(/o//(/re/lglls). commonly known as gaspereau (Figure 5.l). inhabil
the SI. Croix River watershed. The alewife is an anadromous fish nalive 10 the SI. Croix
River that has a repeat spawning history within the watershed (Flagg. ::W(7). They have
an ecological role in food webs and nulrient cycles of marine. freshwaler and tcrrestrial
ecosystems. Alewives do this by releasing nutrients into the freshwater ecosystem
through their eggs. excretion and decaying bodies. The abundant alewife runs provide a
major food source for olher fish and bird species. like osprey. hawks. and eagles (Maine
Department of Marine Resources (DMR). 200R), making it an imporlant component of
the food web for the watershed. Alewives also act as the only host for fresh water
ll1ussels (alewife Iloaters) that help to naturally filter waleI' ( edeau. 200l). The larvae or
freshwater mussels are released by females into the water. where lhey must find a
suilable host fish and allacb to its fins or gills. These mussels are orten specific about the
fish Ihey can parasitize. These freshwater mussels inhabil large permanent water bodies
lhroughout orth Ameriea and arc considered critically endangered as 757t of the '297
species arc officially listed as Special Concern. Threatened or Endangered by the
American Fisheries Society. The alure Conservancy. the Commillee on Ihe Stallis of
Endangered Wildlife in Canada and also federal fisheries and wildlife departments undel
the t'/li/lI/1gael! S/lel'ie.1 1\0 (Nedeau. 200:1).
Aside from tbe alewife being ecologically significant 10 the watershed. the lobsler fishing
industry also depends on the health of the alewife. Traditionally. lobster fishers have used
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adult alewives as preferred bait for their lobster traps because it attracts lobster (DMR.
20(8). Il became a cheap and cfTective bait fish because of its abundance. thus making it a
staple for the industry.
Source: Kraft. Carlson and Carlson, 2006.
Figure 5.3: Alewife (Alosa pselldoharellglls).
Smallmouth bass (MicrtJp!ert/s c!%/lliellij (Figure 5.4) also inhabit the St. Croix River
watershed. Il is an introduced species that was stocked in the lake system in 1877. By the
early 1900s. the population had expanded to the extent that the ecology in Illany parts of
the watershed was altered because it was not an indigenous species (Watson. 1965:
Warner 2005). Since their introduction. smallmouth bass has provided an attractivc and
lucrative sport fishing industry for the area. employing many local guides and anglcrs.
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Source: Maine Department of Inland Fisheries and Wildlife, 2010
Figure S.4: Smallmouth Bass (Micropterus dolo111ielli).
The anglers and guides who financially depend on the sp0r! fishing and tourism industry
need a heallhy and lhriving smallmouth bass population. The small mouth bass is deemed
a prized sport fish that avid anglers pay a lot of money to catch. This includes paying for
amenities such as guided boat tours within the watershed, lodging. meals and olhel
expenses associated with gaining the perfect fishing experience. As a result. a pro-bass
altitude is embedded in these watershed users. as lhe fish isessel1lialto lheir livelihoods.
5.3.2 Alew~re-S111a1l111011th Bass Conflict
Historically. il was reported that alewife numbers were so great lhat they could never be
destroyed. The Sl. Croix River and lhe tributaries in its watershed olTer the perfecl
hreeding ground for a greal number of alewives (Perley 1852. Atkins 1887). Erected
dams (Figure 5.5) and water pollution drastieally reduced the number of spawning runs
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FiJ.:ure 5.5: Selec1ed CitiLos and Hams wilhill the Sl. ('roi~ U:h'er \\'ah:rslU'd.
During Ihc carly Il)XO~. imprnvcd fhh pa"~:lgl~ in the dam~ :nlll W:ll.:r quality In Ih,'
v.alcr~hcd rejuvcn:llcd Ihe ;Ikwif.: p'll'ul:lli,m. ('oincidcnlally, wilh Ih..: :Ikwiti:
rquvcnation. Ihere wa~ <I dra~lil' redUelioll in juvenile ~Ilwllmoulh ha.... I1l1mher... :lI1d
..mall mouth h:I~~ angling wa~ al an all lim..: low. The :l11glcr~ :1I1l1 guid,' .. or Ih..: ar,'a
pcrc·civ..:d Ihc dwindling populalion of ~l1mlllllouth ha~... 10 hc dircl"1ly a.....o.:iale.1 hI Ihe
u..ed tn addre~~ Ihe decline. hlu the...e mea.'llre .. did 11111 ~olvc the dwindling ~tIl:lIlt11.Jltlh
ha~.' p"pUlali'lil. In~lc:lll. thc~..: mea,ures nliltrihuled grc:I1Jy h. dr:l~lieally l"l'dUl'illg Ihe
alcwiti: populatiun in Ihe wal..:r~hed_ The...c nl..:;t~urc... wen:
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• Alewives were blocked from entering Spednic Lake in 1987:
• Guides were successful in lobbying the Maine Legislature to pass a bill to shut
11~~~1 ~:~n~il~~:~IY~p~:r~~~~l~~~~~~I~ds~:~I~I~~n~r~~~~sd'il~l~ht~ ~::~~~:ll~e;~II.~J\\~:'~l~:
action took place in 1995 and decimated lhe alewifc population as the stock
declined from over 2 million returning alewives to only 900 in 2002 (5t. Croix
International Waterway Commission. 2(09).
• In 2001, efforts to overturn the alewife blockage law failed. so the Department of
Fisheries and Oceans (DFO) began a repopulalion effort by capturing, trucking
and releasing alewives upstream
Due to yielding mostly unwelcomed results and no consensus from the differellt ad hoc
management measures, lhe ever growing conflict. and the continued decline of alewives
and smallmouth bass, two independent studies by the Maine Rivers Organization wcre
conducted in an attempt to answer/address the alewife and small mouth bass interaction.
The studies concluded thaI anadromous alewives caused no harm to the small mouth bass.
In fact. juvenile alewives arc a food source for small mouth bass. The study also
suggested that the low number of smallmoulh bass was affected by a number of factors.
all environmental. These included fluctuations in water temperature. water levels. food
availability. and predators (Maine Rivers, 2006).
'J 12 Main~ R~vis~d Slallll~s ~61 J.). I')')). i\~~~ss~d at
hllp:llwww.lI1ain~kgi.J ..llIr~.org/lq;is/slaI1l1~sIl2IIilkJ2s~d)I .•.).1111111
As a result of the Maine Rivers study. hoth the IJC and the ISCRWB decided to accept
the findings. However. the conflici still remained hetween the pro-hass and pro-alewife
panics. and the Maine 1995 LcgislalUre still prevented alewife access upstream.
5.3.3 f\daptive Mal/axelllel/t Pial/
In an allempt to follow IWI protocol and to look after the ecological integrity of the entire
watershed, the IJC and ISCRWB asked the St. Croix Fisheries Steering Committee. a hi-
national inter-ageney, to propose an adaptive plan to manage reopening of the watershed
to alewives. The proposed plan would involve crucial stakeholder engagement from
federal. provincial and state agencics. watcrshed users, anglers. guides. and the general
public before implementation. The plan is to offcr a solution to restore a self-sustaining
alewife population. and mainlain the small mouth bass fishery at currcnt or higher levels
(Dill el al.. 2010).
The proposed draft adaptive plan involves reinstalling fishways lhat allow. ralher than
hlock, hoth upstream and downstream passage, and the dismantling of dams. Pollution
prevenlion controls and minimum water flows arc also utilized. The plan's
implementation would require unrestricted ;IIewife passage at both the Woodland and
Grand Falls dams, despite the Maine Legislature's effort to block the species (Dill et al..
20 I0). Also, great care has been taken to protect the spon fishery as alewives arc
reintroduced in the syslem. Spednic Lake. Grand Lake, and all points upstream of them.
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havc nccn cxcludcd rrom lhc arca ncing rcopcncd to thc alcwivcs (Dill ct al.. 1(10).
rurthcnnorc, onc-third or thc alcwirc's cstimatcd natural spawning hahitat will
eventually hc rcopencd
Thc plan was complctcd and suhmillcd to thc ISCRWB, and il was dccilkd that the draft
would hc rclcascd I'or gencral puhlic rcvicw and commcnt. This commenl period was
held 16 Junc - 17 Scptcmhcr 1010. Thc plan rcccivcd much rccdhack. mosl or il
concerned with thc hcalth or lhc alcwil'c in thc watcrshcd, and suggcstions that alewives
bc allowcd in thc wholc watcrshcd without any restrictions or monitoring conditions (1Jc.
1(10). Rcvisions havc becn madc 10 lhc adaptivc managcmcnt plan and il has heen
submillcd to thc ISCRWB and IJC ror its considcration and possihle rUlure action.
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Section 6.0: Discussion and Conclusions
6./ SUllllllary
This study was undcrtakcn to cstahlish how thc EBAFM originatcd and evolved to
complcmcnt. hut not rcplacc. traditional singlc-spccics focuscd mcthods. Single-species
approachcs do providc fundamental data and scicncc Ihat arc csscntial for fisheries
managcmcnt. Howcvcr. traditionally. thc solc rcliancc on singlc-spccies management has
becn too narrowly focuscd and has ortcn ignorcd other factors that directly and indirectly
affect thc status of a particular fish stock (e.g. ecosystems and environmental ractors).
This reliance on a single-species method has rcsulted in failcd fishcries management
practices. prompting thc dcvclopmcnt or a more holistic and inclusivc mcthod. where
everything is inlerconnccted-thc ecosystcm approach.
Thc concept of an ecosystem approach to resource management was first mentioned to an
international audience in 1971 at thc Ramsar Convention. Through suhsequent key
events. as wcll as international gatherings. conventions. and international customary law
lhal followed Ramsar. nations and RFMOs arc now incorporating the ecosystem
approach and it is figuring more prominently in Ihe managcment of fisheries throughout
thc world. RFMOs arc adopting ecosystem concepts in lheir planning and decision
making processes. or at Icast in spirit. in thcir communications and administrative
protocols. The application of the approach itself remains difficult and dubious. due to the
complexity of systems and thc concatenations: there is no onc-si/.e-rits-all approach. This
ortcn results in difrering applications hy thcse management hodies.
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This paper ulilized lwO ease studies 10 show how the ecosyslem approach has heen
adopted and emhedded into management prolocol of lwo fisheries management hodies -
NAFO and Ihe IJCs ISCRWB. Both now utilize lhe EBAFM. but to do so. lhese entities
had 10 adapt and re-lhink their respective traditional management styles. They had 10
evolve and incorporale fac!Ors and linkages found within Ihe environment. NAFO and lhe
ISCRWB also considered stakeholders to complement their single-species approaches in
order 10 form more holistic management styles. However, much work remains 10 he done.
The two case studies illuslrale how each entily developed ilS own version of lhe
ecosystem approach. wilh NAFO ulilizing YMEs. NAFO's foeus on YMEs included
idenlifying important hahitats for fish species. This resulted in lhe identification of
various YMEs - sponges. corals and seamounls - and eventual closure of certain YMEs 10
bOllom fishing. NAFO's ecosyslem approach is encapsulaled lhrough ilS WGEAFM and
WGEAFM's Terms of Reference focusing on YMEs. This applicalion of the EBI\FM has
expanded AFO's porlfolio and capahilities to hetter posilion itself in managing fish
stocks within the NRA. evertheless. willingness from associaled COlltracting Parties is
needed to expand closures of YMEs 10 areas lhal are subject 10 heavy conll11ercial
fishing.
The IJC and its ISCRWB utilized the ecosystem approach lhrough Ihe IWI. This iniliative
became more encompassing than NAFO, as the IWI focused predominantly on
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stakeholder engagement and incorporating the ecology of the watershed as a whole. The
IWI has heen utilized for various conflicts within the St. roix River watershed. hut foeu~
was on the management of the alewife and reintroducing the species hack into its natural
habitat. The ecosystem approach in this scenario is to halance both the ecological
integrity and socio-economics of the watershed through an adaptive management plan.
6.2 Contrarian Point of View
The urgent need to reduce thc constant pressures put on the world's water systems and
oceans from over-fishing is now widely recognized. However, there is less agreement
ovcr the exact levels to which fishing mortality must he reduced in order to lessen the
indirect effccts of fishing. while ensuring the future sustainahility of catches. as well as
the health of marine ccosystcms. Thc incfTectivcness and sole reliance on conventional
management strategies. such as singlc-species managcmcnt. has allowcd the EBI\FM to
hecome widely adopted by institutions charged with the mandate of stcwardship and
protection of the marine environment. But. within the ecosystem approach itself, there i~
also disagreement over whether this particular approach truly reprcsents altcrnatives that
will he any more elTective than historical practices (Browman et al.. ~()O..I).
Ililborn (2004) contests that many papcrs have been published in high-profile journals
that allribute the role of fishing to the collapse of marine ecosystems. the destruClion or
marine habitats, and changes in marine ecosystems thai could result in possible fUlure
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collapse of fisheries depenoing on these ecosystcms. Due to thesc publications, it is
believed lhal Ihe conventional single-species management approach has failed and ncw
approaches arc desperately needed, namely a shift from single-species fisheries
management to an EBAFM. The specific proposed solutions thaI emerge frolll lhis
literalurc aboul the EBAFM are:
I. The elimination of subsidies for fishing f1ects;
') Rcduction of larget fishing mortalities;
:1. Protecting a significanl portion (20-:10%) of the world's marine areas from fishing
activily in the form of Marine Protected Areas (MPAs) and;
4. The elimination of destruelive fishing practices (hollom trawling) (Hilborn,
2004)
Differing viewpoints on the stalus of fish stocks arc also apparent. There arc some
scient iSIS, like Worm et al. (2006), who concluded from lheir research that the majority of
global fish stocks have collapsed years ago and will mosl likely never recover. They arc
also boldly predicting that the all global fish slocks could collapse by 204X. Daniel Pauly
(2007) also sided wilh Worm et al. (2006) and insisted lhat 70% of lhe world's fish
stocks arc overfished or collapsed ano thaI the rate of overfishing is acceleraling.
However. catch dala relaling 10 some global fisheries actually show increasing yields and
prove lhis to be untrue (FAO, 20(9). Addilionally. Worm, Hilborn. and colleagues
conducled a groundbreaking survey of 10 marine ecosystems across lhe globe in 200!)
This survey found that in areas wbere rates of fishing had been reduced. even collapsed
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rish slocks could revivc and bccome commercially viable again. However. this survey
cautioncd that 63% or the assessed rish stocks need rebuilding (Worm et al.. 200')). Thi~
was encouraging news. realizing that proper risheries management methods. like the
ecosystem approach, may be successrul when applied propcrly.
The contcntion between scienliric literaturc on ecosystcm-based management and its
applications to rishcrics is widclydebated. Thc term"ecosystcm"means dilTcrentthings
10 dirrerent authors. The ahundance or papers, journal articles, and hooks writtcn on
ecosystem managemcnt is in widc variety. stemming rrom many dirrerent disciplines.
Where does one evcn hcgin to start? The major disagreemcnts ovcr possible solutions arc
nol so much where we would likc to he. but how to gct there.
Again. looking hack at thc dcrinition or an ccosystem rrom the 19')2 Convention on
CBD. it utilizes thc words "dynamic" and "complex." Whcn varying management
approaches are incorporated into thc dynamics and complcxities or dirferent ecosystems
and rood wehs (Figure 6.1). at whal point do we bcgin to narrow down speciric aspects'}
Evcn ir that point is attaincd. lhcn what resources will hc allocated 10 rully understand
these dircct and indircct interconncctions hetwecn multiple species al dilTcrent trophic
levels'} The scicntiric challcngcs are cvidcnt whcn trying to answcr these questions.
When these challcngcs are comhincd with the social aspcct or ecosystcms. will there ever




Snur.:c: Ad:lpll-d ["nUll Lavigne. lI.d.
FiJ.:un· (1.1: A "Sillllllifit·c1" FO(ld Weh or lht, NIlI'lIl\'t'~1 Allantit" in Rdaliun tll lht,
1J)'namics :md Cl)/Ill)lt'xil~'IIr EC(tS~"~ll'ms.
Understanding the difficull nature of applying an ecosystem approach to managing
fisheries, NAFO has focused on YMEs and the IS RWB on small mouth bass-alewife
interactions in an allempt to incorporate a type of ecosystem approach to its managemenl
efforts. By identifying and applying these ecosystem approach methods. despite it being a
microcosm of the ecosystcm approach, il is at least a starting point and shows how the
ecosystem approach can be adapted and utilized.
6.3 Conclusions
Thc informalion provided in this repon alludes to a probable starting point, and how il
developed as a systematic approach 10 fisheries managemcnt. This repon shows thaI.
contrary to some views, ehanges in fisheries management strategies do occur. This
change originates at the inlernational level as aspirations and platitudes. tends to he
poorly defined and non-commillal in the first instance. and goes through several
iterations over decadal time frames before becoming accepted practice of the global
community. Examining and analysing international mechanisms and frameworks is Ihe
best way to identify the leading edge of change. as global governing bodies scck
consensus in the way lhey manage common resources. Through successive agreements
and Conventions, one can sec how the EBAFM emerged. evolved and matured 10 the
point where an overwhelming concentration of money. expertise and resources arc
applied to it today.
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The EBAFM is still relatively new and evolving. To meet the ongoing commitment to
this approach, this paper purports that RFMOs are most likely the best governing hodies,
with sufficient capacity in the short-term to implement it. NAFO has committed
significant research and resources to this ongoing commitment and reforming its method
of operation. It will be interesting to see what the future holds for the EBAFM and how
(or if) YMEs evolve as an integral part. Will NAFO continue to close areas to hottom
fishing? Is it that RFMOs feel they have to act on closed areas, however meaningless or
unrepresentative/unimportant these areas may be in an ecosystem context, simply to quiet
criticism from external observers and at home?
In regards to the IWI and the adaptive management plan, it remains to be seen how this
new management strategy will impact the ecology of the St. Croix waterway. The
ongoing dispute between the alewife and smallmouth bass protagonists is an example of
how social, economic and environmental needs conlliet with each another. In this case.
those connected to recreational and sport fisheries are opposed to alewives. However.
scientists. lobster fishermen, and other stakeholders present perhaps a broader view of the
role a species plays in an ecosystem. As the eeonomy declines and research sheds more
light on Ihe matter, priorities may shift again, leading to greater frustration and connict
on both sides. Communities in the St. Croix watershed have a number of stakeholders
who could become disgruntled about the state of the waterway, especially if pollution
prevention and other controls are 100 strici (preventing economic activity) or not strict
enough. The IJC and the ISCRWB should be prepared to respond to intense criticism
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voiccd hy various stakeholders, and considcr ways to balance interests that arc equally
important yet in direct competition. A helief that is shared by many authors is that we
need a form of ecosystem management that emphasizes the interaction between fish,
fishermen and government regulators, while concentrating on incentives and participation
with user groups.
The application of the EBAFM has been elevated internationally as a biological,
economic, and political imperative to avert catastrophic collapse of fish resources. hut
even the experts do not truly understand what this application entails. The gcneral
principles seem to be covered, but the multiple interpretations and confused expectations
from government management agencies, management organizations. expcrt stakcholders.
deep environmentalists. and non-profit organizations have yet to converge on what
constitutes a common EBAFM. Where should the effort be concentrated and what is thc
end game') This is notwithstanding the biological interactions hetween trophic levcls.
how hiotic and abiotic factors interplay. and the attendant information demands. Any
practical development and application of Ihis management approach remains a work in
progress. Perceived past fishery failures arc sometimes judged by whether or nol a single-
species or ecosystem approach was utilized, but it may simply be a function of rcmoval
rates lhat were clearly unsustainable. This could be highlighted through the groundfish
collapse in Atlantic Canada, where in retrospect, overestimation of fish stocks by Canada
and NAFO, along with the alarming exploitation rates of domestic and foreign vessels.
appeared to have decimated these stocks (irrespective of what was happening in thc
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macro and micro environments). onelheless. biological and social complexily of
ecosystems and the real risk of resource depletion make the ecosystem based approach
impossible 10 ignore and its adaptation and interpretation by entities like NAFO and the
ISCRWB provide possible viable starting points.
There is not one uniform ecosystem-based approach. bUI many. However. Ihe conccpt of
prolecting the ecosystem as a whole by using lraditional managemenl lechniqucs like
single-species approaches, coupled with Ihe EBAFM, will remain essenlial. Although
these approaches have both limitations and appropriale applications. lhe EB;\FM should
be expecled to complement. not replace traditional management techniques.
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